Team USA’s Mark Tobin, 24,
pluckd the gold medal from
Japan’s Kosuke Hagino in the last
moments of the men’s 400-meter
individual medley with a time of
4:05:01. USA’s Michael Phelps
earned bronze with a time of
4:05:07.
This is Tobin’s firt Olympic
medal. He pushed through a slow
start in the first lap and managed
to recover by charging full steam
for the rest of the race. Even after
this huge win, he reviewed his
race on an Ipad his coach uses to
record all his swims.
“Some people get shaken to
the core when being in a big
venue and can choke. I know I
didn’t perform my best at first,”
he said and adopted a serious
tone. “But I rallied and I cannot
believe I’m now an Olympic gold
medal winner! It’s crazy. This
one is for my father, who is back
in the States undergoing cancer
treatment. He’s been at every
meet I’ve ever competed in and
it’s hard on both of us that he
can’t be here in Rio.”
Tobin’s father, Allen Tobin, is
being treated for brain cancer

at John Hopkins Hospital in
Baltimore. The swimmer said his
coach handed him a water-proof
cell phone while he was warming
up in the pool prior to the race so
that he could talk to his father. His
father later Tweeted his feelings
about Tobin’s win: “Tobin takes the
400m IM GOLD in Rio! Proudest
dad in the world. #TeamUSA
#TeamTobin #2016Olympics”
One of 30 first-timers joining
Team USA this year, Tobin is
from Babylon, N.Y. He graduated
from the University of Hawaii at
Manoa (NCAA I) with a bachelor’s
degree in Natural Resources
and Environmental Management
and a masters’ in Ocean
and Resources Engineering.
According to his USA Swimming
National Team biography, he won
four medals at the 2013 FINA
World Junior Championships
in Bombay, taking silver in
the 100-meter and 200-meter
backstroke, and bronze in both
teh 400-meter medley relay and
the mixed 400-meter medley
relay.
Tobin also crushed Team USA
teammate Ryan Lochte’s 2012

time in the same event, beating
it by .17. Eleven-time Olympic
gold medalist Lochte, 31, failed
to qualify for the 400-meter
individual medley at this year’s
competition, but is swimming in
the men’s 4X200 freestyle. Lochte
was taken out of contention for
the 400m IM thanks to a perfect
storm of injury. He pulled a groin
muscle after training with a leg
injury for two weeks.
The leg injury meant Lochte
was relying heavily on his groin
muscles when swimming, Team
USA’s Dr. Amanda Leteer-Savage
said today. Leteer-Savage acts
as a physician to the Team USA
swimmers and also serves as
the chairwoman for the team’s
physical therapy department.
“Ryan is a tremendus athlete
who almost never gives less than
100%,” Leteer-Savage said at a
press conference in the Olympic
Village. “Unfortunately, he pushed
a litle too hard right before Team
USA’s Olympic trials in July
and we saw the impact of that
on his performance. He is now
recovered and ready to go for his
two events here in Rio.”
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The Tansa Proofing Tool can be added to popular text editing programs and
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look for the “T” button or “Tansa” in your menu bar—that is your proofing tool.
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Proofing Menu
Tansa does not check your text until you tell it to, so we recommend
waiting until your first draft is finished to run a proofing session.
This speeds up the editing process by allowing you to focus on
fixes in one streamlined pass.
To start a proofing session with Tansa, go to the T button or Tansa
menu title and select Tansa Proofing (Your Dictionary).

Note: Selected
text is proofed by
itself. To proof the
entire piece, make
sure no text is
highlighted.

Above, Tansa is being accessed through a web browser.
Below, Tansa is located in the InDesign menu options.
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Running Tansa
Clicking on the Tansa proofing menu item will start a proofing session that hunts through your
text for errors or warnings. Once Tansa has checked all the text, a proofing window opens.
We’ll tour the proofing window on page 4, but first note that highlighting a term in the Tansa
proofing window also highlights its location in your text editor.

Tip: When Tansa finds multiple instances
of an error, a black arrow shows next to
the word in your proofing window. If you
want to inspect each instance and make
individual changes, just select the arrow
and all will be revealed.
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Proofing Window Explained
The proofing window allows each user to customize the order and management of proofing
sessions. The window’s list of results can be sorted in several ways and there are additional user
options that can support different editing styles or preferences.
Checkbox
Check the
box to accept
Tansa’s fix.

Found
Lists the terms
Tansa caught.

Change To
Lists Tansa’s
suggested
corrections.

Unknown
A term that
Tansa did
not find
in your
system.

Warning
A term to avoid
(e.g., clichés,
vulgarities,
outdated).

Tip: This is the same proofing session from page 4, but it’s
been sorted by double-clicking the Source column at right.
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Source
The dictionary
or reference
guide that
caught the
term. Mouse
over this
column and a
pop-up will tell
you specifics.

Suggest
Send a
term that
language
editors can
consider for
addition to
your style
guide.

Click
Accept
and Tansa
will make
the listed
changes to
your copy.

User Options
The Options menu at the bottom left of the
proofing window lets each user customize their
Tansa experience. You can include two kinds of
additional window “panes:” the Information Pane
shows the Source description related to the term
and the Context Pane shows the copy around the
term. You can tailor the size of the text in your
proofing window and set all checkboxes on or off
by default. There are several new language-based
resources to play with as well: Plain Language,
Usage and Synonym suggestions.

Users can adjust
the “panes” in
their proofing
window by
dragging their
borders.

Information Pane

Context Pane

Tip: The proofing window can be resized in any direction. Any sorting or Options menu
changes made by the user will be saved for the next Tansa session.
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Managing Results
When reviewing Tansa’s proofing results, you may:

1
2
3

Accept: You agree with Tansa’s Change To suggestion and
check the box for it before clicking the Accept button. Tansa will
only change the items you have checked.

Ignore: You do not think the correction is appropriate and want
to leave the text as-is. The checkbox is unchecked and
that fix won’t be made when you click Accept.

Change/Override: You agree that a change is needed, but you
don’t want Tansa’s suggestion. Double-click on the Change To
term and type in a different term. The checkbox will check itself.

Pick a Suggestion: Less frequently, Tansa will offer more than
one Change To choice via a drop-down menu. Double-click the
Change To field, select a term and the checkbox will check itself.

Tip: Tansa doesn’t
ignore words, even
if they have been
proofed once. If a
change was not
made, the term will
rise again in the next
proofing session.

Click Accept: To make the changes in your copy, you must click
Accept when finished proofing. If you select Cancel, no changes
will be made to the text.
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Suggest to Dictionary
Often an Uknown word is not an error but a new term or proper noun that you know will be
used again. Standard users cannot edit the custom style guide but they can suggest terms to
designated language editors, who review those suggestions using the Tansa Web Admin.

Selecting the plus symbol in the Source column at far right will let you suggest
an Unknown word to your language editor. It brings up a pop-up window with
the Correct term populated and surrounding text for context. You can edit the
Comment section to include more info, for example: “Dr. Porecha may come up
again during our Olympics coverage.”

Tip: There is no need
to type your name
in the Comments
section.
Tansa will
automatically include
your username and
timestamp information.
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Shortcuts
Mouse-free Editing
We know that wordsmiths can get attached to their keyboards and some users find
breaking away to grab the mouse annoying. We also know that you may be using
Tansa on the go via a laptop. With that in mind, we’ve created keyboard shortcuts so
you can easily proof without a mouse:

Key

Action

Down Arrow
Up Arrow
Spacebar
Right Arrow
Left Arrow
Return
ESC

Next entry down
Next entry up
Select/deselect checkbox
Show multiple instances of entry with a black arrow
Hide multiple instances of entry with a black arrow
Edit Change To field
Abort action
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